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(I am now in Laos visiting my brother who is with the embassy here in.Vientiane. The 
whys of this trip to ~acca and here I 'll tou?h up~n later • . But more l.IIlportant 
I'll have something to say as a result of this trip that will be relevant to the 

main purpose of this letter. ) 

one man upon his own people - and that influence is subject to increasing doubts -
is not sufficient to affect what appears to be the changing attitude in the aggregat e 
of those people . 

Whelter vfes senses this effect on his leadership I cannot say. My belief 
is that he does . He has been quite confidential w.i.th me, and he says sufficlimzil.t to 
me for me to infer that he senses it although, of course, he cannot say so . i"/hat no 
doubt keeps the problem foremost in his mind d.62.. the vocal outbur~t; of Ho:yt . Ryan 
is as critical of es as is Hoyt, but I believe he is far more discreet i n how he 
expresses it - at least to my knowledge . (I've had some open.discussions with Howard. 
regarding his outbUBrls . This was done with fes' knowledge, in fact, at Wes' suggestion. 
I appealed to Hoyt on the grounds that by talking down Wes both in front of his 
own men and over at USOM he was weakening the M.SU organization, Hoyt 1 s own, and 
that he couldn ' t possibly gain support for his part of the organization from without 

and from his own staff if it was felt that from the top dovm respect was not warranted. 
In other words I didn 1t feel that I could change Hoyt 1 s perception of Fishel - Wes, 

damn him, keeps throw"ll1g Hoi fuel by his frenetic administration, but I did feel that 
Hoyt could be appealed to on the grounds that his Ol'ffi part of the operation v.ras 
being effected . I feel a little successful at this ventur e . Hoyt promised to 
tone down Ryan . And at least on two occasions since,he has jumped to Wes ' d~fence. 
One of these occasions was in my presence, one was not, and there may have been othe rs . 
l don't delude myself into thinking that this removes the problem. The situation 
is too far gone, I believe, for Hoyt to change his basic attitude in the few remallli ng 

months of Wes' time here . And an attitude will always show through - but at least 
it may have been toned down . viorse, a lot of damage has ~fadY: been done vis a vis 
USOM and Barrows, but also vis a vis our O'V'm staff, whi~~ is the point I want to 
make here . ) 

I am now about two pages removed from the subject of t he two meetings 
with Chau for which Phe presence of Hoyt, Ryan, Stoutengurg, kontgomery, Hendry, 
Dorsey, v'ood and myself was requested . As I mentioned vies told us that these meetin ngs 
were to give Chau an occasion to restate the good faith of the government. lmn:U I 

TEhere was another purpose . 1\folf Ladexjinsky at vies' request gave me the full details 
of a talk he, Wolf, had with the President. One subject of that talk regardingthe 

police and their activities I will touch upon later; the other was to tell me that 
the meeting:;wa:se~ arranged partially to sh(JI( as large a prax:k number of t he MSUG 

staff that Wes ~ still did have these high reaching contacts within the VNG an d 
that they were effective . Chau 1s frankness and statement of good faith would prove 

that the .President and :tim his higher representatives still respected 11-es and his 
organization. That the meetingswenenecessary ~8 discuss the contaact there is no 

doubt . I am sorry that it had also to be used i6J° restore faith in Wes by his o-vm 
staff . I am sorry that Wes felt it nesessary. 

As you can see I have been discussing the contract negotiation, and espe
cially these two meetings both in tenns of the state of the MSUG organization itself 
and in terms of relations with Mfi ~m. I'll say no more here about Wes~ role and 
MSUG attitudes toward him other than this i With Wes leaving shortly a factor that 
might (and I do not say here would) add to the critical nature of the Project at 
this time will no longer be a cause for concern . The critical nature of things as 

they are revolve around relations with VNG. This involves what I have referred to 
as an increasingly stiffenin~ attitude sensed from many directions . If this attitud e 
reflects official or implicit VNG policy then we are faced with serious impotence for 
the duration of our stay. What Wesley's thinking in this regard is I cannot pretend 

to say. Openly he claims there is no problem. However, Dorsey and I have both been 
car~ful~y follo~~ these . cout:ac~ ne~otiations to gain some insight into what VNG, 
be it Diem, be it vhaUll, is thinking m terms of MSUG• s role . f* ehetia me:e:,M:en fie!" e 
~ Chau did, as ~~es si id he would, reiterate the faith VNG has in Vies and MSUG. 
He briefly reviewed what has been accomplished, and he did even touch upon the Civil 
Guard . Regarding the latter point~ he said that the President ' s arretE3 reflecie:i 

his o~ th~ing,. but that.in actuality i~ didn 1 t differ too.much from the US point 
of view. !here is much disagreement here (even as to what is the US point of view) 
bu~ I don ' t want ~o get ?ff.on that tangent . We then launched into the various 
points ugarni at issue w:i..thin the contract . Let me repeat that some of the points 
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were minor ones, some major. Even on the minor one~ compromi~e has be~n .difficult, 
but all were resolved. As for the major ones the kind of resistance displayed 
does not leave me encouraged. Here are sev~ral of the issues: 

1 The delegation of someone, either ~ec of State of Pres or some other Sec 
• of State xi::tk through whom the Group could contact other Ministries. 

In other vrords, a sort of foc'Bl is needed within VNG for oi;r role. Of " 
course, the other purpose of this position WJuld be ~o avoid.the necessity 
of having to get Presidential approval for even so minor ~ i~sue a~. . 
visas for participants. Chau is afraid that such a coordinating po~~tion 
for any Secretary of State would place him above the otherx Secs of :State 
and make something of a superminister of him. He cannot see (or does not 
want to see )the MSUG need for someone within the govt to ca:z-y the MSUG bal 1. 
The question here is .J):>es he really want the ~UG b~ ~aITied? . . . . 

2. ICA and USO:M want a clause stating that - within the limits of its poss1bili ties 
the VNG may give piaster support to the contract. (over and above counter 
part, of course). Note that this may is only permissive, but still this 
remains amt issue. 

3. re the use of research materials for publication by MSUG staff even after 
their tour of duty is completed. here Chau wants MSU to assume :esponsibil _ity 
for preventing publication of anything detrimental to the sovereignty, secun.ty, 
and prestige of VNG. Especially on the latter count Dorsey is resisting. 
Chau understands, or at least stated at one early point, vihy professionals 
could not . ~"'~oJ~W· Then after fishing around - and I emphasize that 
he ha'cf4tb 1~ a0 rai11onale for his position - he said that, ,under any 
consulting arrangement professional secrecy was assumed. .I.he point can be 
considered to be well taken. Berhe had his position, before he had his 
rationale for it. Fra.nlP-y, I infer from this a sign of failure in his 
stated intent to cooperate. 

There are other such points, but I won 1t go into them here. V'lhen Wes and John 
return from fuanila where they are this week for the ICA Far East Regional Public 
Administration conference these contract discuasions will be resumed. 

I have used the contract negotiations to pin point the critical nature of things. 
If there is no break through i n approvals we are now awaiting from the President, 
and if the contract negotiations do not reveal a more smncere form of cooperation 
some serious questions have to be asked. °fhe present 1stall l!mXli close to dead 
center' can be tolerated :xXm by our professional staff so long as there is some hope 
that the break through w.i.11 come. If the stated intent to continue the relationship 
is sincere why the legalistic bickering over the contract? If the present fears 
regarding intent prove accurate then we are in trouble. I 've used the term crisis 
hoping to imply that the situation could move one way or another. I am not complete ly 
negative in my ovm reactions. ~ The breakthrough could come unnn us 
suddenly. The right to research might suddenly be granted; requests may suddellly 
start flowing into Consul ting; etc. ~ A lot of the thinking on my 
part and on Dorsey's part will depend on how Chau moves on the contract. With the 

contract at issue, then, I think this is the crisis period. If the contract is 
resolve l in letter, but not in spirit then the results are negative. 

And if the results are negative it would be possible for the University to remain 
in Saigon for the duration of its contract. I'm not even certairi that the failuim 
to aclhieve during the remaining time significant progress would reflect on the 
U~iversi~y. However, there is a professional staff here. 'rbese are people concerne d 
with their own careers and their motivations to professional accomplishment . 'l'hese, 
t~e key people, would not stay; the cost to them would be too high . A few, one sign:i:
f1ca_i;t p~rson, has already stated intent to leave if theings don't 'break'. And 

!herein lies the real danger to the project. 

My ~~p to Dacca and V~entiane have afforded ID¥ just the perspective that I was seek ing. 
In ~aigon my conversations were, of course, to the greater extent with MSUG staff a nd 
these were suffering from the frustrations of the situation. On the part of our ~ta.ff 
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it is too strongly felt that somehow MSU has failed; that the pmx:e presently 
felt resistances are the result of Mode 's bulldozing; that threfore the Cla1oup 
has earned the mistrust of the entire VNG administration. There is no doubt 
that Mode did us a lot of harm, and in the best of situations we would be 
suffering. However, the resistance is too ubiquitous; the poor fellow should 
not be given all the blame. 

In Dacca I found similar resistances :fXIDl to the Harvard people from the l'akistanis, 
although to a far lesser extent. They are asmaller organization, however, and they 
follow the Ford pattern of 'waiting it out'. At this they've been success~ul. 
kimiirioi}rl Harvard men, acting individually make themselves knoYm, and avrait 
requests. Such requests do not have t<;> come fro~ the top. And the¥ finally do come. 
But rrry p~int is that anywhere there va.11 be resistance to the outsider who . 
comes bearing advice. During the honeymoon period of the first year or two in 
Saigon the reception was stronger, but as confidence grows within the Vietnamese 
bureaucratic rigidities also grow. Perhaps the kind of success we seek is too 
early self-defeating. 

Here in Vientiane I am fortunate in gaining reactions to the general situation 
in .:3aigon from people who watch it fairly closely b)tt are not in volved themselves. 

At all levels of the US community here it is felt that 'frustration' is the key 
word in Vietnam,as far as the US role as a whole is concerned. As Diemha.s 
succeeded in concentrating more and more power within himself (and this continues 
a a galloping rate) less and less heed is paid to USOM and other advisors supplied 
not only by the US but also by the UN. Here it is felt that Diem is disregarding 
*k;e:xme&inrati~ ~assistance offered to offset what is in essence a seriou s 
~ly deteriorating economic situation. Their understanding of the situation in 
Saigon ts simply that the American is now being rebuffed at every turn. 
~ 

I had already checked with other contractors, Day and Zitmnerman, Capital Engineering , 
etc., xmt in Saigon and I found them suffering the same malaise. USOM staff 
are iH:sx more reluctant to revealx their woes to outsiders, especially MSUG{vvtti.th 
whom there is too much a sense of competition} 

My whole point in all this is to emphasize that there is no failure on the part 
of MSUG. We are suffering from a general thing. Even in l'akistan In the general 
discussion following a paper I gave on the Role of the Village in the 
Economics of Vietnam (a possible thesis topic) I was told that the nationalistic 
fervor in Vietnam was precluding outside aid. This came from a .Pakistani whol 
had just spent a month in Saigon. Again the ugly head of nationali~ then, is 
operating negatively. However, whether affecting MSUG or the entirercommunity 
as well our concern is with t he effect on MSUG.rl 

That, then, is about all I want to directly say about the r crisis' nature of things 
al though some of my remaining remarks will have implications. I do not want 
to be alarmist. I do not think the prestige of the University will suffer if 
the 'breakthrough' isn't forthcoming . 11.ost of the staff will continue to keep 
itself b;isy. ~fter ~:11,mo~t of them are resourcefuJ,, competent people. They can 
always find things WJ.th which to occupy thanselves, things that will satisfy 
our contractual role. But the quality and quantity of the MSU contribution to 
Vietnam will not be what had originilly been envisioned . The tragedy, if so strong 
a word can be used, is not that the crisis will have led to disaster, but that 
so vast a potential, the NJ.SU effort, will not have been realized. 

Let me now discuss the police program for a bit. As I 1ve mentioned the President 
had a discussion with Lad.ejinsky 1'1hich Wes wanted Wolf to repeat to me directly. 
I've alr~ady mentioned one point of that discussion. However, the main purpose of 
the Presi~eni!.s :emarks were rela~ive to the police program. Supposedly, this 
was the first tJJne that the President has ever discussed the MSUG role with 
Wolf . ·why he chose to make his remarks to Wolf and not to · ~es I could not find 

out fr:om i1olf. What he hoped to achieve by it I cannot judge. Nor can I judge 
why 'iies so explicitly insisted the the remarks be passed on to me. The remarks viere 
actually brief. The President, it seems, feels that our police people are guilty 



of not only indiscreet remarks about the government, but also they have actually 
engaged in politicking . Wolf knew nothing more. I tried to find out if 
the larger part of the police group were at fault or if only one or t wo were 
involved. Wolf knew nothing. I tried to find out if this was a sort of informal 
statement of certain people being personna non grata. No, .'/olf didn ' t think so . 
Then why did the President chb.ose to tell Wolf all this~s _ecially if he wouldn 1 t 
give details on which we could take action. Wolf :im wa rtain as to motivation 
on the part of the President . I then tried to work out"~& h 1iolf the implications 
of his remarks . Wolf obviously didn't want to get too irrlrolved, but he did agree 

that more needed be known. Wolf and /es and I then agreerl that perhaps I should 
meet privately with the President so that he might reveal more to me . xteri4aps 
~ 'fhis meeting will occur early :iikixxJllJmk next 1veek . I ' ll be 
happier to receive such information driectly and not through Wolf . 

It's not hard to believe that the President was referring to Hoyt or Ryan or both . 
No doubt both are vocalt, and although I 1d accuse Hoyt of the greater guilt on that 
score I feel that Ryan would most likely be the one to involve himself 
in any activity. But with this kind of information com:i.rg indirectly through 
Ladejinsky I do not believe we have, thus far, sufficient basis for action. 
That is one reason why I hope the President will talk to me directly. 

Again here I should mention the strong disappoint ment sensed by the police 
over the President1s failure to follow lftSUG' s recommendations re the Civil Guard 
and the VBI . A lot of their resentment is taken out against Wesley since 
he was not able to use this mysteriou~ influence of his to get the President to 
decide otherwise. Wesley is also resented. by the police (and ~ to others !in 
t he Group as well) simply because he is so closely tied in to the President. 
And here I have to emphasize that the American community does not percieve 
Diem in the favorable light it did a year ago. This may partially stern from 
their frustrations deriving from the resistances t hey face from the Vietnamese 
in general . But less and less is Diem regarded as the man who will bring 
democracy to Vietnam. And more and more the regime is considered corrppt ridden. 
(On the latter count some still say it is not Diem, but only those around hj_m. ) 
The point is that the .American community as far as I can tell has lost i t s 
respect for Diem and his goals. The police having been subject to the vocalness 
of Howard and his leadership have not been an easy responsibility for Wes. 
This, of course, is further complicated by Barrows' view that Hoyt is his 

police advisor, thus putting Wes in the position of responi:sbility for an activity 
over vmich he has neither final say ~sometimes he fears complete knowledge. 
(Although Hoyt and Barrows have sworn up and down that Wes is kept fully 

informed . ) In all I think here too Wes feels the police situation possibly 
out of control . I think there may be some connection between all this and the 
Ladejinsky-Diem exchange . Now, I want to emphasize that I suspect this as 
a possibility. I have no objective facts to support such a thesis, but over a few 
week period its possible to infer certain things from a myriad of remarks, none 
of 1n1:i.ch in themselves is significant . I'm saying all this not to much to 
impute anything to anyone ' s behavior, but to give some idea of t he tenor of 
operations here these days . Vis a vis Ryan and Hoyt I don't believe there yet 

is any action to be taken on the counts as Diem is supposed to have stated than. 

However, the role of the police program as 1ve 1ve already discussed should be re
considered . There are many facets to the problem; 

1 . MSU has undertaken a large operation, but has seen fit to send only one 
of its own staff into the field . The rest have no loyalty to the University. 
The University is seriously gambling its reputation under circumstances 
that are decidedly unwise . 

2. That the role of the police group here goes far beyond the normal activities 
and functions of a university needs no mention . It is on these grounds 
that I think the University could graciously and w.i.thout loss of face 
relinquish its role to USOM. (This would remove a running sore with 
Barrows and improve our relations there. It would also serve to make 
MSUG a much smaller organization - at this moment we 1 :be too damned 
obvious here . We 1re suffering from all the perjorative effects 
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of operating as a Big Deal. And the loss of the police role Yl'Ould 
do most to remove the charge that we are involved in policy.) 

3. Should we make the decision to give up the police function I think 
we will be doing so from strength. It is easier in the police area 
toarticulate our successes. Despite all the criticism of Hoyt,to 
my knowledge, at least, his compe~er_ice ~as not been questioned •. We need 
not fear the charge that we are giVlllg it up because we have failed. 
In fact, it would be expected that liISOM would take the police unit over 
en mass, implying faith tn their operations thus far. Barrovra has faith 
in Hoyt's abilities, and the shift to his jurisdiction would not imply 
a loss of faith vis a vis MSUG. 

4. The role of Brandstatter. As stated in the start of an earlier letter 
I attempted, a copy of which is enclosed, he has done a respectable job 
of recruiting. However, he has damaged the name of Ni.SU here because of thes e 
junkets he has made, and because of the irresponsible way he gave informa tio n 
to personnel before they came. (At least this latter part of it von 1t happen 
again.) It should be remembered that MSU has the police program because 
it is competent in the area. However, aside from the recruiting and the 
junkets Brandsuatter has shown no interest in the substance of the program 
here. This hasn 1t endeared any of the police staff to MSU nor has Art gaine d 
the respect of any of them. Five days here, two of which were out hunting , 
did not give hi.~ much of a chance to go over their roles with the individual s 
on the staff. (I should also point out thlftDave Wood is already questioning 
the expenditures on Art as a Consultant. I don't believe we can afford 
another such trip.) At this point I think it essential that even if we keep 
the police program only until the end of the present pn011t!:'<'ao1contract that 
we get at least one more of the regular MSU permanent staff out here on a :b: JQ. 
long term basis. (Although this may be difficult now inasmuch as the Civil 
Guard decision may have served to have left us overstaffed..) I also think 
it would be wise to consider sending Art out here for a two or three month 
period to really involve himself in the program, and possibly to serve as 
the basis for further involvement by the :Police School in the international 
programs. With the start we 1ve had I should think that a program for 
training participants could be devell>pped, but only with a more responsible 
attitude at the top level. 
One other thing about Art. When he was here he ruil.scussed with Howard a rais e 
for Ryan. The raise was to be about $1,400. I think you are aware of the 
story. It still hasn't been resolved at this end. I stand in objection 
to the raise. .Howard of course supports it, but agreed after learning that 
aack received $900 as a merit increase in July that a figure like $.500 might 
be more acceptable. What strikes me asludicrous is that so large an increas e 
was proposed for a man about whom the Project has raised serious questions 
as to his continuation. Re Brandstatter I object to his coming out here and , 

without gaining any knowledge of the Project and Ryan's role in it, propse 
so drastic an increase. As for the problem of Jack 's renewal I don't t hink 
that Wes as yet has amrered your questions on that point. Jack leaves here 
December 7th and Wes arrives back from Mamila December 6th; it 1 s unlikely 
~hat the decieion can be made in time to hand to Jack before he does leave. 
Ylhich should be the way it should be done. He cannot delay his departure 
inasmuch as he wants to be in France with his wife when she gives birth. 
In my last ~m:iverstaion with ••es on the P<;>int he was inclined to let Ryan xtcy 
return. Originally I felt the same way; in many respects regarding the 
substance of the work Ryan is a pillar of strength. Now after hearing 
from 1lolf about the remarks of the President my mind has been reopened until 
I'm ?iV~ more concrete evidence (or statements). I just hope we1re not 
backing into the r~turn of someone the same way we did with SP:Ilderson. Ryan 
dowsn't reach Lansing until well after the 1st of the year. 1here will still 
be time, but obviously the decision should have been made before he left Sai~tm. 
One other factor that has to be seriously considered regarding the decision 
on Ryan is the reaction of Hoyt. Assuming Hoyt is i,vith us another two years 
irreparable harm may be done vis a vis our relations with Hoyt and possibly 
also with Barrows if it is decided Ryan shouldn't return. Hoyt's react ion 
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can be anticipated. He 111 accuse Wes and MSU of coddling a corrupt government 
by sacrificing Ryan . The point overlooked of course is that ~hat government , . 
is our host . Until it is decided by MSU that the government is corrupt the Group 
and its staff, Hoyt included, are committed to giving assistance to it as its guests . 
This bit of logic , unfortunately, won ' t do anrthing to change Hoyt's attitude . 
And with that attitude his usefulness to the reject will be severely lessened. 
An alternative is that both Hoyt and Ryan should go . Such a move would 111eeessH:dae 
further incur the wrath of USOM and Barrows unless MSU had a solid case; in which 
case the move should be made with Barrows in consultation (and 'With a strong MSU 
man ready to step into Hoyt ' s place . If there were sufficient reason to :cmre 
decide against Ryan ' s returning, again I would say to lay the facts clear to Barrows; 
this would help keep Howard ' s reactions in check . But thus far I don't believe we 
have suffici ent with which to go to Barrows; and with what we have to decide 
negatively on i?yan would create an impossible situation vis a vis Hoyt . Unless 
the President i s 'Willing to take a less devious method than a vague statement 
through Wolf I don ' t think we are in a position to act . What is called for is 
a strong Chief Advisor who can sit on Ryarui: and Hoyt . He should lay out cold 
what they can and cannot do, and what in a foreign country like this they can and 
cannot say. And then accept no breach. 

Another point about the police program vis a vis MSU; It is so involved vd.th 
USOM and the dollar aid program in a dollar sense that MSU 1s jurisdiction becomes 
vague . As a rule ies had been ta.ls:ing me to any and sundry meetings concerning 
the project . But at one point there was a police meeting with .darrows, Hoyt, and 

:Yes which I "'f'•«iifrieaccar was not invited to on the grounds, as - ~es put it, that 
it really didn't involve MSU. I make mention of this to show that if the police 
program is so far away from us then we ehould certainly get away from it. 

Salter was in Saigon last week •vhich fact presented a situation where the four 
corners of the rect angle were in one place . :MSUG, MSU, USOM and ICAW. Hare . 
We to~ advantage of the opportunity to gaze past June 1959 . I took the position 
that the University was not ready to connnit itself yet although it would be absolutely 
essential to extend the contract for final phasing out should the University 
make the exteeme decision not to continue . (The mechanics of phasing out would 

require us to go past June 1959 . ) Implicit in the discussion was the f& esellk 
background of the present resistances felt from the Vietnamese . However, neither 
side really ever admitted t o the fact . (Esman sat in for Barrows who was in Hong Kong, 
and I sat in for 1 es who was in Jakarta, but with Stoutenburg present . ) 'i'ihat surprised 
me was that even Esman, who is probably the most vocal and most anti-MSUG person at 
USOM, felt that with any kind of a breakthrough the .t'roject should be continued. 
September 1958 was set at the target ijate for corrunencing new contract discussions; 
in the meantime all hands would, of course, continue to mull and discuss informally 
the pros and cons . 

Vis a vis USOM and .t.larrows I sense that relations are somewhat poorer than usual . 
A lot of this can be attributed to the decision on the Civil Guard. Barrows 
feels that somehow the rug was pulled out from beneath him, and in an irrational 
moment he made an outburst to me regarding the MSU role in the matter . he admitted 
when he calmed down that his remark was unjustified . But it does indicate the tenor 
of things . Another factor has been an abnormal focus of MSU 3rd country travel 
within a short time span . However, even .Uave wiood admitted that the frictions over 
that were manifestations of a more deeply rooted irritation with MSU. Esman is 
something of the culprit over there . At the sligl].test provocation (and often without 
such) he ' ll launch into a diatribe of ~ clich~s against MSU and its big wheeling 
and dealing operations . His remarks are superfical; I used the term 1 clich~s' 
because everything he says has been heard from other lips many times . It is fairly 
obvious that ~e ' s emotionally oriented against us; his remarks have no substantial 
foundations . Salter had to at one point make it clear to Esman that MSU had served 
a very positive role and the contract had been designed to fill a definite need • 
.l:'roblem is that Esman, right or wrong, is very,very vocal . ~ 
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Barrows, on the other hand, seems to have a more balanced view. He has his 
complaints against us, and he wants me to come in so that he can articulate them. 
But he himself stated that he has no doubts as to the quality of the work 
accomplished by the group . 

Barrows also stated a concern over the departuee of Fishel. I don 1 t agree 
with his position . Bn~ his position is a strong one considering his frictions 
with '{es . he feels that NiSU contacts with VNG will be even more ha1np.ered 
when Vies leaves . Most of our contacts, he said, resulted either from iies 1 

relationship with Diem and the support Diem gave us (which support today.I.have 
to look hard for), or else it came from fear on the part of some VNG adml.Ilistrators 
of vies 1 power with the President . ?nee 1ies l~aves, llarrows said,. MS~ may ha-ye 
rough sledding gaining the cooperation of various VNG levels. This is the kind of 
argument for which or against which it is difficult to offer evidence. I don't agree, 
however . In fact, I think that Wes 1 ver:r contact with the_President tends. to 
preclude contact by MSUG staff at lower levels . In a way ifes feels that his 

uniquex relationship \'Tith the President is the way through whi~h to channel . 
most MSUG activities , especially on the I-ub Ad side . In a very subtle way this tends 
to inhibit our staff from more energetic l&l&Jil&aetx attempts to create contacts. 

At any rate Barrows seems pleased with MSU ' s longer range goals vis a vis the 
Project. H~ feared a certain empire-buildmg tendency; I think that to the greater 
extent his mind is open on the subject . Last year 1s contract negotiations didn 1t 
help, but he •s stated that he 'll be happy to see recently stated University intentions 
given a ghance . By this I suspect he was referring to Glen ' s remarks during his 
trip last year (which remarks I can assume although I don't know) and to my own which 
I believe to have been in support of Glen ' s . 

In my remarks I ' ve had to say certain things aoout les . This has been rather 
difficult, and I thing it was a subjective factor ixxgeU±~i:sJ<liei:lt!!!~Causing 
the delay in getting this letter off the ground. I've tried to state things as I 1ve seen 
them. In some cases my remarks represent mere suspicions and as such they are 
not factors to be used for evaluation of either the project or of ies . 1 111 not here 
go into the pos:ilire elements in ies 1 role . I don ' t believe they're xx pertinent to 
what I1ve been trying to emphasize . However, I am concerned that certain things I've 
said herein about Yes may be misconstrued . I therefore want to ~ say that those 
remarks are for yours,•xmqGJ..en 1 s and Ralph 1s,ears,only. Even at that I haven't been 
completely frank . vhen I get back we ' ll have plenty of occasion to get the rest of 
my story. 

I am particularly sensitive to the harm that can be done to an individual by these 
sort of observations because of the hann that I feel has been done in a way to Dorsey 
via Dr . Reeves and Bill Ross~s remarks concerning the emotional, father- son relationship 

existing between him, Dorsey, and the President . I know that because of those remarks 
you have felt negatively about Dorsey becoming Chief Advisor . (I don ' t feel Dorsey 
should be Chief Advisor, but for other reasons. To pull him out of the Pub Ad Division 
would seriously hamper that Division and would waste Dorsey ' s talents . ) What disturbs 
me is that this factor affected so important a decision, JQkmt especially when I 
am without doubt that those remarks are without foundation . I 1m quite certain that 
Dr . ~ev~s picked up the not~on ~rom Ross • . When I saw Ross he went into a complex 
description of Dorseys behavior in the President s presence, from which he imputtd 
not only the President 1 s feeling towards John but also vice versa . The description 
of Dorsey's behavior fits Dorsey ' s behavior in almost any serious conversnai on; somewhat 
slow and nervous . If there is an relationship between Dorsey and the President there 
is no existing evidence of it . ~ince Dorsey has been here, he 1s seen the President 
at only two meetings , ore of which included Ross and .l:ieeves, and at about two or 

three ~eceptions , and that i s all . Further, at one of those receptions Dorsey vias 
standing near the !"resident "Who was alone . He made an attempt at conversation which 
failed; a few niceties were exchanged and that vm.s the extent of it . I am disturbed 
here that responsible people on a three day visit could make so profound an observation. 
I hope you will accept my assurance that absolutely no such relationship exists . 
But I repeat I am not here pumping for Dorsey for Chief Advisor. 
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I am now back in Saigono (Dec 5th) . I've been playing with the possibility 
of retyping this epistle , but have decided against it . Time has been a 

problem for me here and the returns from retyping would not , I believe, 
warrant the time I'd have to devote to it . Again I must ask you to forgive 
it's sloppy physical condition, and t he fact that it is basically unedited • 

•. hen I get back to Lansing I night want to smooth it out somewhat, ix in case 
I have not been entirely clear (or grammatical) o I feel at this point it is 

more important to get it to you in any shape . I have also considered 
retyping it with the express purpose of deleting some of remarks about .{es l:J!y . 
But for the life of me I find it impossible to present the picture here without 
some discussion of his role and personality . 

As for my return I hope to be back in Lans ing by the New Year. John and Wes 
return to Sa igai from Manila on Saturday , and I expect t he con tract talks 

will be resumed next week. I think I should stay, and so does John, at least 
until we can get some indication of the intent of VNG . I well recognize 
that within the reaaining two weeks such an indication most probably will 
not be forthcoming . However , if t heir is an inkling that we might soon know 
I will be ~xm willing to gamble an extra couple of weeks . {I might also 
be gambling the success of my marriage - my wife is threatening me 'vi th divorce 
unless I show up soon . ) nqx~XKXllllKK~XJtxxtkxxxK~Xl£XKHiai:br«xfx:illuxtkxxifx:brxxi~ 
fIImxixxtxxxnxiB~~xmi:xxxKXIHKXXXXXBJm[ihixgxxxxaxxxxKXR8K;xihHXriHHXiXXRXKKXXX 

thxtxxxmNxtxxiudxuxtxfnxxikRxHBixgx~it~xxhxtxi~xhx~~·nix~ I ' m not certain 
that .. es concurs in this with me, but I feel it is to our advantage to huve 
someone from East Lnnsing , ix representin6 the University, in on the discussions . 
It has a certain leverage effect . 

I think I should chide you for having done me something of a disservice 
by letting me come out here . In a sense I 've now tasted blood , and to sit 
in .;;;ast Lansing when t1ere is so ouch that can be done here is perhaps 60ing 
to seem sterile and frustrating o In many ways here I want to take the reins 
in hand and start solving tome of the problems I believe to be soluble . 

lhere I've been able to do so I already have . But I rec gnize this is not 
my role here , and that I should not overstep myself . There is too much 
disorganization already; I don 't want to add to it. But as you are well aw~e 
I feel I have a large personal stake in the project . It is not easy to see 
it in its present shape and not be able to take action myself . 

As for my returning to campus to generate a research program I have grave 
doubts . -i th research at a complete stall here I do not see how we can 
get any data for use in Lansing . ~ven if lre sedential approvals were to come 
through now authorizing research, I have not yet been able to work out 
any sort of proeram feasibly tied into Lansing . The same rel!larks, of course, 
g- o for my own dissertation . I am 1 ore than ever anxious to write on Vietnam. 
However , the only topics that seem possible would have to be done at this 
end. s you may well imagine x~ I am quite concerned about this. If I stay 
in East Lansin~ a topic on Vietnam is out of the question . Ilowever, for the 

next couple of weeks here I intend spending most of · 'Y time trying to work 
something out . 

One suggestion I would like to make is that we get some foundation to finance 
a couple of scholars here in Vietnam to do researcho ~e've got the good basis 
for a>. !·rea ' rogram in Vietnam, but tied into USOI.. and into the VNG officially 
I see nothing but problems ahead in attempt for the Project to involve itself 
in research . Independently operating s:holars could make personal contact 
and could be much more effective. The Lsia Foundation is a likely possibility. 
~ut if WK the Pr oject should phase out in t he next couple of years without 
it being u sed , directly or indirectly, for research, then a good potential 
will lwe been lost . 
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~1 hile here I ' ve kept as careful a check as possible on all administrative 
matters involving Jast Lansing . I know this does not seen apparent in 
light of the absence of my name anywhere . But I have been hovering . 
At times it has been difficult for me to see the mail before it goes out 
and at least en one occasion I would have stopped (or attempted to) one 
enclosure . Thii one concerned Calder . I don 't believe we should be 
involven with two architects at once for the sDJJile job , especially when one 
has already begun plans . However, for the moment there is nothing ~xxxiud 
pressing re Calder so I ' ll save the discussion till I get back. But for 
informational purposes it does look as if USOM will purchase Brown ' s plans. 

At any rate Cliffe seems to be doing a really creditable job of avoiding 
major complications . I didn't envy his having to step into the position so 
soon after arrival on c ampus . Looking back at my absence it begins to appear 
more and more that this particulat time was best . Recruitment is going to 
become a focal point again just about as soon as I return . Even if the project 
were to grind to a complete halt en June 59 certain spots, eg Stoutengurg , 
Lc2:een will need replacement . Cliffe has probably already passed on 
two memos from Gardner . Gardner has done an excellent job here , and would 
stay on but for his health. A replacement for hi:r;:i is essential now that 
the library program is going full steam. As his memo states he'll stay 
into the fall , I would also urge careful oonsideration of his statement 
regarding am international librarian. Ile ' s an excellentman and I 'd hate t~ 
see HSU forego the opportunity of getting him on its permanent .&taff . 

As for the proposals I 've seen on the Chief Advisor vacancy . I had lunch 
with ~arver Bernstein at the New York meetings , and the mention of his name 
as a potential candidate .lti'.x:xmllKkx£•xx~%kixki~xBxx%1o:xJD[k was very favorWly 
received by me . I was sorry to learn later that he was no longer available. 

I react negatively to Keith Caldwell; from the contacts I've had with him 
I don't thinl he has the imagination nor the strength with which to handle 
the proilems here . I should caution you in this regard that even at Indiana 
he has a rather limite~ role . Laves does the recruiting , and the contract 
negotiotion . This was true , at least , when I was there last 5pring 0 

As you know the reaction here generally to Ucllargue was also negative . I hadn ' t 
been too impressed in just t 10 ersonal contacts, but I had also picked up 
in the past few months several negative r emahks about him. All of these 
cannot be considered good gnounds , I recognize , for taking a stand. Ilowever , 
7es' and Dorsey 's o'-n thinking reflected the things :!: had heard . 

As for Dorsey , as I 've menti oned e rlier , I don 't think he s hould be nssignded 
g iven the present structure of the propject . 1·:are it simply a Public Ad:.linis 
tration operation on a smaller scale there would be no better man . Ile 1 s got 
the strength and the ability to work with the Vietnanese , as you know . But 
we ' d be losing our pilla r of substantive strength in the pub ad area if he were 
assigned to .h:JClCJll: that role . I know you are already aware of the sensitivities 
here re garding the method in which the choice is made . Uake absolutely 
certain that .les and John are brought into the picture and kept up to date . 
There have been several exchanges of letters between you and J es which I don't 

get to see (I find this kind of secrecy irritating) and most probably you 
are trying to get as much information here as possible. I merely repeat that 
it is important to do so . 

ixkmmr:xxixnxtkx%x~okllXXxXXXlCittB»Xi»X~»:&XxXXX~HXXXll~~-xtix~XMJ'.XKXmJf~X~ 
XRX~tixnxxtxxtkxxxxXIXHHXtxkEptxtBXl'lg[XIiX% 
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I know also that Dean Seelye and Guy Fox are active in the recruiting 
problem. Jhich raises a point . Several weeks ago someone here received 
a letter statKing that there had been something of a coup on campus . 
Namely , that Seelye was now directly in charge of the Project and that the 
role of the Office of Inj er national .l?rogams was now predominantly of a house
keeping nature . I find it hard to believe that such a change could have 
taken place without my having been told or without Wes having been told . 
Nevertheless , such a r unor can have a disturbing effect . I think you would 
do well to art~&ulate what , if anything , has happened. 

I am at the moment going to rush this to a close in order to catch 
the mail . A fourth and final apology for the slovenliness of this letter , 
and for the fact that I haven ' t redited it. 

Before I do close I ' d like to summarize: 

A vast potential of manpower , lsome of it permanent IBU staff , is faced with 
eighteen months of idle time . The present attitudes of the Vietnamese 
government , apparently at all levels , sets the limits within which we can 
operate . These limits are narrow . iXO'[ll!XNAix~ocXIiH~Ki:rida:~xxllt~ll.ki~xoc~m.:xldi:Xn:~ 

ixu1x:h:xtk:e:x:e:xiarnixn:ixi b :sxxi imiix:x: I am not convinced that m:ei ther USUG 
leadership :mor JSOrA leadership is displaying any imagination in trying to 
push back those limits . Further , and equally as bad , organizational problems 
within 14SUG are preventing utilization of '.SUG potential even up to the 
extent of those limits that do exist now . (The morale problem , touched 
upon in the accor.ipanying letter, is serious . ) The whole picture is further 
complicated by a government here that apperently is moving from some sort 
of autocracy to a dictatorship . The stabi~itfu here is explosive . (That may 
sound parad~xical, but the extent to which ~I has lost touch with nnd the 
confidence of t 1_e people wn.s , robably the greatest shock I received here o 
Since tle assasination attempt public appearances are liuited,xxii11. and when 
he does appear , say , at an ex ·osi ti on the crowds are Doved o 't . 'i'here is no 

· formal political threat now . ~ military coup in this kind of a situation 
is a strong possibility. The economy is deteriorating . Anot er assasination 
attempt is always a possibility.) Dut to repeat , evidences are such that 

the government is moving in a direction not may be embarassing to US foreign 
policy . MSU should seriously consider its role in such a development (and 
need I again mention especially ~he polic e force in what may be a ~oli ce sttte). 
Thus I am recor,,nending ilot that USU pull out, but that it seriously consider 
such a possibi lity. (Glen I hope you'll be here long enough to get past the 
ueneer to which quick guests are subject . I also hope that I 1 11 get sufficient 
tine with you to expand on these remarks. I really wish we could be out here 
concurrently . ) _:ha t I say here is with regard for the name of the Universiy, 
nothing mor e . And again to repeat , I have a profound belief that there is 
a vast potent ial here given the ri ght kind of leadership . I hope you 
make the correct choice . 

So that's it for now . It will be easier for me to get out subsequent re~arks 
to you , but the bulk of what I want to say has been said I.ere . If I have 
sounded alar~ist it will have served a 1urpos e . Si tting in 3as t Lansing I 
had no concept of the truestaee of things here . A better means of communications 
is going to be necessary . • 
At any rate I miss all of you and will , in a sense, be anxious to get back. 
This has been an exhausting routine for ne . I'll have been here about 60 days . 
There are 50 on the }.:3UG and another 30 or so Vietnamese who all feel some 
responsibility about . y social well beHo. wa had to call a halt . 
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